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>> Are you able to hear us?
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Hello, everyone.  This is the workshop on Bridging the Digital Divide.  I'm presenting on behalf of Pasifika Nexus.  Chaitanya.  On screen you can see in Fiji.  The panelist speakers will be Ms. Noel, Mr. Satish Babu, benjamin Matthews and Sakaio.
We will begin with a video that our team put together.  Before that, Salanieta, do you want to put in a few words?
[Silence.]
>> ICT.  And we are hoping for really rich time of dialogue on the digital divide.  And just before we begin playing this video, here in Fiji, we have a remote hub.  We've got about eight people streaming in through video conference facilities.  I'm just going to ask the tech guys to waive the camera around so you could see everybody.  If you could just move the camera around so our cameras can see the guys who are here with us.  And so with that, we'll start, Chaitanya, if you could just arrange for the video to operate.



(Video:)
>> In 2006 shows that for every 10 percent increase in penetration and services, there's an increase in economic growth of percentage points.  The digital divide is about access.  Digital divide ash an Pacific.  Challenging of the 17.2 billion people on the planet, 4.2 billion are ‑‑ the largest categories of global Internet users are from Asia Pacific.  Seven of the world's most populace nations are from Asia Pacific.  Also has the country, Korea.  For three consecutive years.  Yet Asia Pacific also has a stark digital divide stark ways, between old and young, men and women, rich and poor, persons with disabilities and those without disabilities, it rat and the ill literal.  Policy development processes and those who do not participate.  The issue of access is very real, especially in the countries like ‑‑ where 75.56 percent of their population who live in rural areas and not in urban region.
>> What introduction of the fiberoptic cables, there's pretty much hope that by the public that we would receive the Internet telecommunications would decrease, but that has yet to eventualize and the issue of access to Internet is still an issue in my country.  And because of the people living the rural areas not getting access to technology and telecommunications generally and also the issue of affordability, that has yet to change since the introduction of the optic cable.
>> Digital divide has been an issue for ‑‑ in the last couple of years, since the liberalization of the market in 2008.  And what happened is that the government ‑‑ digital divide is an issue and came up with the universal access policy and the objective of the policy is to have by 2018 to have 98 percent population to have coverage through phase‑in data.  So what this means to the consumers?  A lot.  It means consumers in the remote islands, including those at the last mile will have access to data and at the same time in terms of sensors.  But that's not the whole thing.  The point getting them to be current in how to use the accessibility.  And how do they do that?  It's been a big challenge.  And it's going to be a challenge not just the regulator but the government, as well, to as much as possible put it to be their plan or to goal to surpass to put more work together and make them aware of what we mean by access, the availability of access.
So, what we did for the consumers ‑‑ we came up with projects with a lot of consumer awareness.  We did a lot of education campaign and other ‑‑ consumer ‑‑ because we believe that ‑‑ there's reach the gap they were talking about.  And because these consumer children they have more education knowledge about them, communities where they are.  They are making and would speak the language in terms of telecommunications down to the people in the areas.
>> Socioeconomic status also has a bearing on people's ability to access ICT.  The Asia Pacific region has 641 million inhabitants of people who live on less than $1 daily.
>> The Pacific Islands lie in the largest ocean in the world.  But they suffer from being isolated and they need excellent information and communication technologies to be able not only to deal with their aging, economic, social and cultural problems, but they also need to be able to participate in the global‑oriented world.  Unfortunately, there is a significant digital divide in the Pacific.  And the level of ICT penetration is much lower than in other parts of the world and definitely much lower than in developed countries.  Of those significant developments that they can place in the Pacific, we need everybody's cooperation, not only to insure that the Pacific have ICT infrastructure that will enable better connectivity, but also that it has all the institutional systems that are needed for a well‑functioning, competitive ICT environment.  And also to make sure that the content that is needed to enable the best use of this ICT infrastructure is there.  In all of these, we encourage international agencies to work alongside the governments and institutions in the Pacific.  And here I speak for the ICT working group under the Forum that is tasked with facilitating and advocating for ICT development but also with the development of the Pacific digital strategy.  We are welcoming any input that can be made with that and we welcome good partnership in the area of ICT.
>> Hi, my name is ‑‑ I'm from Indonesia I work for ministry of communication and information technology of Republic of Indonesia.  Indonesia population is about 250 million people.  We live in 17,000 islands in Indonesia.  
More than government has ‑‑ however, providing for all is still challenging.  In the region still is about 28 percent of total Indonesia population and 90 percent of Internet users in Indonesia is still in Jakarta.  Digital divide is still the most challenging problem in Indonesia.  Especially in the east and the west part of Indonesia between the big cities and the villages Indonesia.  Some infrastructural issue.  For example, the lack of comprehensive fiberoptic network.  Two, the lack of funding for building IT infrastructure in the remote regions.  It is still sole source for building IT infrastructure in Indonesia.  And it is very difficult to attract investment from private sector to built IT in the remote region in Indonesia.  IT literacy between people who live in the villages and people who live in the cities.  People who live in the villages usually have lower ICT utility than people who useful the cities.  The lower ICT utility can be caused by the lower quality of IT infrastructure or simply because people don't ‑‑ the four most public school in Indonesia doesn't have computer lab facility.  Or if the school has computer, it doesn't connect to the Internet ‑‑ is different among province in Indonesia.  The highest minimum wage is in Jakarta, the capital city of Indonesia.  Meanwhile the cost of access to the Internet remains the same in all province in Indonesia.  This is the ‑‑ about digital divide in Indonesia.  Thank you.
>> Hi, I'm the president of the ‑‑ computer federation.  We saw banking issues to be important aspect in helping the ‑‑ relation of the communities.  Previously the communities in very remote areas have to go to towns, come to do banking and also various aspect of their communication to the outside world.  Community banks, they are able to represent, the money to the worker agents who are connected through ICT through the banks.  And in this way, the community do not have to go and travel very far and spend their hard earned money as well as risk.  So you need two or three days.  So this help the community to save more money as well as save their effort so they can do more things in their own community. ‑‑ cultural languages.  A lot of IT service to the world.  Existence of ‑‑ as well as visual direct in the country.  Reasons for this.  Lower digital among the rural population.  And second, high cost of access and low use of Internet the country is just about 15 percent of ‑‑ so close to ‑‑ Internet connections are there.  And also the high cost of the Internet bandwidth is ‑‑ there are a number of solutions to reduce the digital divide.  Some of them ‑‑ initiative ‑‑ for global initiatives ‑‑ other issues such as ‑‑ and also initial uptake fiber network in the digital divide.  The Internet citizen sometimes ‑‑ they mention was primarily the participation of the public ‑‑ ‑‑ communication with the ‑‑ improving access ‑‑ to come.  At this juncture, I would like to state that the ‑‑ funding, part of it ‑‑ the digital divide.  In this context, I would like to state that ‑‑ communication across the country, for example, for chapters and ‑‑ around the digital divide and digital literacy.
>> Hi, I'm Mary from ‑‑ connection issues slow.  Many people have to go to one telecom service for Internet cafe.  They have to ‑‑ because it's faster.  Like if they connect themselves from home, they can't really access Internet that fast.  Off and on.  So it's like four ‑‑ per hour in Australian currency.  So if people have to go to Internet cafe, like if people have to pay for the house to stay connected to the Internet, it's kind of the same for them to use at home which costs them really much.  And bad connections.  People need to connect to the world and they need to raise for many reasons like especially for the concerns of people like special climate change and stuff like that, they need to raise their voice to the world.  They need to use the Internet connection because up to like make up sites, websites and stuff.
>> Hi, my name is Samson and I'm from Solomon island and here in our country, we have very big problem in Internet which is sometimes ‑‑ we want to have access of anything or teaching like from the Internet we might have not able to do that because of the Internet sometimes goes out when we want to download.  Other things, movies.  So that we can have studied them with relate to what we have learned in our courses.  And that is the other problem that we face.  And sometimes we did not have any ‑‑ enough Internet or computers so that all of us students we can go and access the Internet.  So that is the two problems that I think that we have here in our country, Solomon island.
Okay.  The price is I think that it is too expensive because here we have about $3 for five minutes using of the Internet.  And that is the price.  But I think that if you about one hour, you might get big amount of money spending on that.  But for the outcome, you did not get [Inaudible] into the information of ‑‑ slow loading of Internet.  So we not spend a lot of money but the output of what we get is too low compared to what we spend.  So that is the thing that I think is the problem.
In our smaller islands, we did not have any access to Internet.  Definitely we did not have any access to that.  And might be there is about two or three in our, we all have to come to the town so that we could have access to Internet.  And that is the main thing that all of our foundation, think or all of them are situated or not distributed to our islands where most people live.  So we will have to come in town so that we could have access to Internet and have access to courses like ESP courses ‑‑ level.  Course for the information and online tutorials.
>> Consist of nine small islands which are distance from each other.  And the occasion being scattered all over the Tubalo group and it is very hard to communicate between islands and of course from remote islands to the rest of the world.  So the only solution for us and cost‑wise solution that we have come up with is connectivity through satellite.  To put an infrastructure into one island, we have to repeatedly deploy the same infrastructure to every other island to make it accessible for the rest of the population living in the remote islands.  So we think that the challenge is how are we going to improve or contribute to the better development of infrastructure in our country?  Because of the fact that it's very costly in terms of satellite‑based connectivity within the islands and we believe that reaching the digital divide to the rest of the world is the core part that needs to be improved, that needs to be taken care of is the proper infrastructure.  Telecom is doing its very best to the find ways and solutions to contribute and to help the people of Tubalu in terms of reaching the digital divide.
>> In our context, perhaps the most significant issues or challenges that we need to address, the first one is inadequate and lack of proper infrastructure.  The other issue we also need to address is our capacity constraints in terms of equipment in the area of human resource perhaps the third major constraint that faces Tubalu is the ‑‑ our geographical locations.  The fact that Tubalu consists of many small atols scattered over a vast area of functions makes the whole idea of Internet connectivity a huge challenge.  And I will say that finances is also another issue that we need to address.  Because despite that we wanted to have the proper infrastructure in place, we will always need to look for finances to be able to improve our infrastructure.  Sadly to one is quite far behind our neighboring friends in the region, especially in terms of ICT infrastructure.
And the other thing, too, that I think is important is to look at our existing legislation, the laws.  We need to have laws in place that will promote a conducive environment for ICT.  And perhaps also encourage partners or interested investors from overseas.  And that brings us to the idea of having close relationship with overseas partners or starting to see partnership.  Most importantly people we need to establish relationships with the donors, the people who are willing to invest in these ICT projects.
And of course educational training is also important.  I think those are some of the issues that we need to address if we are to be able to bridge the digital divide.
>> Hello, everyone.  This is Edmon from DotAsia.  I guess I consider myself a pioneer, having spent the last 15 years fighting for IDM development and adoption.  To me it is not only address on the Internet anymore.  It actually represents your online identity and there for access, IDN is an invaluable tool to the digital divide.  The users that get on their mother tongue is not English.  To search domain names is irrelevant.  That is simply not true.  Behind every search result are domain names and with an IDN, you can actually make users ‑‑ make it easier for users to find you online in your own native language, not to mention email addresses.
However, IDNs today are still have its own challenges.  There is not a single citizen on the Internet today because not all applications or platforms accept or adopt IDN fully.  So in terms of Internet Governance, actually IDNs simple sense an opportunity to bring the rest of the world together to participate in a common goal, that of multicultural, must tie lingual Internet that embraces diversity.
>> Hello, I'm from Australia.  And many Australians do have reliable access to relatively cost‑effective, high state Internet connections.  They are also able to connect to the Internet using mobile communication technologies, 3 G or 4 G.  There is, however not for all Australians.  It's desirable for us to have ubiquitous networks and the ability for all of our population to have good access to Internet and RCT technologies.
However, there is a focused population around the eastern and western sea board, and we find that infrastructure and the ‑‑ for data charges much else ‑‑ densely populated areas is having an effect and meaning that a number of people do not have access to cost‑effective services and in some cases reliable services at all.  So having a particular look at the types of people who are affected by the digital divide in Australia, we can see it's a problem in particular for older Australians, for people with disabilities, for people in remote and rural communities, including the ‑‑ people and the lower level of our indigenous population having good access to the Internet, we don't just see that in the rural but we also see that in a number of the more populated areas and we also see significant differences in ‑‑ populated areas ‑‑ probably because of cultural or linguistic diverse advertise of the people who live there ‑‑ diversities ‑‑ the experience with RCT technologies in some of these suburbs, and of course the socioeconomic issues because ‑‑ charges in Australia are very, very high.
>> Hello, I'm Nick Tate, the immediate past president of the Australian ‑‑ and I'm located in Brisbane, Australia.  I'm reflecting today on the digital divide in Australia.  Essentially there are three aspects that I'll concentrate on.  Firstly, it's clear that in Australia as in almost every country, there is a digital divide in access to the Internet based on a difference in prosperity levels.  So in lower socioeconomic areas of Australia, there is a lower access to the Internet and of course this provides a digital divide where many government services are increasingly being accessible by the Internet itself.  However, perhaps two other more interesting areas to consider for the moment are, in Australia, which is a very large country, there is a digital divide which emerges because of the very large nature and sparsely populated nature of the country.  It is simply a long way to run the interior parts of Australia and there was a few people living there.  So the economic case for putting in the networks which allows excellent or fast at least Internet from those areas is difficult to maintain.  And as a consequence, a further aspect of the digital divide can be the difficulty for many rural Australians getting speed at the level that they would like to the Internet.
And perhaps, finally, but certainly not least, the digital divide between older Australians, many as we would call them senior citizens in Australia and many younger Australians, digital divide comes about as a part of a digital literacy.  As many of our older members of the community were growing up, they were not as exposed to the Internet, to IT in general, to computers as indeed some of our younger people are.  Some of our younger people are literally growing up with access.  And as a result, there is a gap in digital literacy, which itself creates a digital divide in access to services.  And that indeed can be a problem.  As I've said, many governments are increasingly putting their services online.  And if there's an older Australian who don't have the digital literacy to get at services, then that can indeed be a problem and indeed it is a cause of what we might think of as a digital divide.  These reflections give some idea of what we're doing in Australia.  It's unfair to suggest tease are not getting better.  In fact all of us have indications that we are improving in all of the areas that I've said.  Thank you.
>> Hi, my name is Eric and I'm an Cambodian American.  I am currently working as an editor for open development ‑‑ related to open Cambodia.  I think technologies are very important for Cambodia.  Although there is growing access to ICT here in the city especially, there is still a big difference between Cambodia and other developed nations.  For example, in the countryside I know in Cambodia here that sometimes people struggle just to have enough electricity to even power one light bulb so that students can study overnight, for example, like a family.  So it is a big issue.  So before even getting to the point of ICT, you think about infrastructure and how affordable it is for people to even have the sorts of equipment and the sorts of things that they need to get online, to be able to communicate in the digital world and to be proficient for computer skills and to do the sorts of things.
I think another challenge is that there's a lack of training or education, not just lack of materials.  And so there aren't that many good technical schools or programmes that really teach people how to use some of these new tools and technologies.
So what do Cambodians need to really bridge this ICT gap?  I think they need investment and partnership with technology companies who are interested in coming in and helping countries such as ours to really improve the situation here.  And also if ICT can be related to small business and to helping people's lives economically and financially, I think that that would be a big incentive to take what interest and to help build themselves up from their current condition and to push them to the next level, basically, using ICT.  [Music.]
[Music.]
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  So as we can see, Internet and communication technologies have been pretty great the world over but have been evolving pretty slowly the world over.
So now let's hear from Benjamin Matthews from New Zealand.  On to you, Ben.
Ben, we're receiving you.
[Silence.]
(loud sounds).
Benjamin, your audio is not coming through.  Could you check your mic, please?  It is not showing it.
>> We're not hearing Benjamin.  Can you hear me?
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Yes, we can hear you.  Sala, we're able to hear you, Ben, your voice is still not coming through.
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  Well, let's have a five‑minute intervention and open the time, open the floor for people to interact on some of the snippets that's coming in from the video from southeast Asia Pacific before Benjamin speaks.  So gives him time to get his mic sorted.
So Chaitanya, would you like to start generating the comments?  Others who want to comment or panelists?
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Do we have any questions?  Or comments on the video?
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  Yes, we have Amit here who has a comment.  Trusting that can organise the mic to make the comment.
>> I'd just like to ‑‑
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  A bit louder, please.
>> AMIT:  One of them is for Aru.  They don't have a national bank, per se.  So for them one of the greatest challenges is in terms of ICT production, it is very difficult for them to import anything from off shore because there is absolutely no way to actually have a transaction made because there are no financial facilities.  This is a constraint because when average citizens not able to transact purchase any electronic items unless they are made available locally.  Basically would be dependent on other friends to pass this on to you.  You'd have to figure out a way.
[Inaudible] ‑‑ for ET, where even local residents of Tahiti, if they are traveling out of the country, are not actually able to ‑‑ must always carry their receipts of the ICT products.  Like [Inaudible] must have the receipts with you of the original purchase in the country so that when you return, the customs would always ask for the receipts.  If that is not available, they are liable to pay [Inaudible]
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  Thank you, back to you, Chaitanya, if there's anyone in the room or anyone to speak.  Just a correction on the transcripts that the person making the comment.  But it was Amit, Vice President of the computer society, thank you.  Back to you, Chaitanya.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Satish would like to reply to Amit's requests here.
>> Actually it's a broad comment regarding the video.  I'd like to congratulate Sala and the team who's prepared this video at very short notice.  What strikes me from the video is the extreme diversity that exists within Asia Pacific, vis‑a‑vis the digital divide.  We have seen cases of small islands, larger countries, very large countries each having their own version of the issues associated with the digital divide.  Now, what this means to us when we try to resolve these issues is that there is perhaps no one size fits all kind of a solution.  The solution has to be appropriate to the local context.  And that makes our work much harder.  So I think the video was very successful building out the real magnitude of the challenge.  Just a comment.  Thank you.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Okay.  Would anyone like to reply to Amit's question earlier?  Is there anyone there who can explain this in the context of the isles?
>> I'd also like to make a call to those who are on the remote participation channel on the Adobe.  Fell free to raise your hand and make a comment.  If you want to make a comment, this is the right time.  This is your meeting, this is your Forum.  Okay.  So we have one from remote participation.  I'll just ask to move the camera to him.  Thank you.
>> Thank you.  I was going to add a little bit to the comment about the diversity across Asia and the Pacific.  We in the Pacific feel quite minuscule when we talk about populations of 250 million Indonesia.  And we find the solutions that often come from an international perspective are very much market‑oriented.  If there is a large market, large‑scale to do things.  In the Pacific, our size and our remoteness are very unique in the world.  Perhaps the Caribbean are very similar.  But there are solutions that are being applied to other parts of the world that are just not appropriate.  So I think I just wanted to make clear that ‑‑ as a region ‑‑ unique issues ‑‑
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  I would like to open the floor.  Those, other people would like to engage or any of the panelists?  Yes, I can see Satish pointing to someone.  So that's Ian who spoke earlier.  We can see him now on screen and he's waving at you.  Look.
>> Yes, good morning, I'm Lisa gar see from the media alternatives from the Philippines.  I would just like to share that the region, there is already an existing Asian ICT master plan.  It's supposed to coincide with the Asian integration in 2015.  It's just that, well, there is a master plan, but I don't know if it can be implemented already considering the diversity of the Asian itself, not to mention if we apply to it the Asia Pacific region it's more diverse, you know.  So there are still a lot of challenges before us, before we can address this digital divide.  And most of the challenges were already mentioned in the video.  And also I would also like to point out that other than the digital divide, I think we should also address the digital gender divide because we know that there are more men who are connected than women.  And also when we talk about connectivity of the women, it's not just them being online but also we should also capacitate them, give them the skills they ‑‑ capacitate the skills they need.  So they can use the Internet for their needs, for their interests.  Thank you.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Anyone else here who would like to raise a comment?  I don't see any further hands, Sala, so we can probably proceed to the next panelist, Benjamin.
>> BENJAMIN MATTHEWS:  Okay.  Can you hear me now okay?
>> Yeah.
>> Yes.
>> BENJAMIN MATTHEWS:  Yes.  Okay.  Great.  Yes.  Just to add on to that.  We would agree that in the Pacific region that it is a huge challenge.  You've got a lot of ocean and a lot of diverse people spread across quite a vast area.  I myself come from New Zealand so we are slightly different nation, but again we're very remote.  As one of the key aspects for us is the recognition that we need to invest in a broadband infrastructure.  So in New Zealand, fortunately our government made a decision as of 2011 to invest up to 1.2 billion dollars to roll out a broadband infrastructure to go to meet 70 percent of the country.  But there's a recognition that this can't be done by just one party, that the government alone has ‑‑ can't do it.  It has to be done in collaboration between the government, the businesses, investors and all interested stakeholders.  And I myself actually work for an organisation that provides this infrastructure.  Alcatel Lucent, a French American conglomerate.  But we have provided about 70 percent of the infrastructure or the broadband infrastructure for that to occur.
But in New Zealand, the government has recognized that this infrastructure is vital for our ability to compete globally and also to be able to offer our solutions on the global market and begin to get our economy going.  One of the other aspects that I am also involved in across the Pacific and in collaboration with Sala is an organisation call Congress WBN.  And this organisation is a faith‑based organization but looks at the development of nations and development of people.  And so I have been working across the Pacific to look at this kind of infrastructure and investment that we've talked about.  And you can see that it is a vast problem.  It's a huge divide.  But it requires a perspective that is really focused on how we can help the people.  How can we best help the people?  And in providing this, we create an opportunity for them to be empowered and to be able to compete on the global market.  Thank you.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you, Benjamin.  Can we have any comments or anything on the floor there in Fiji, Sala?  Anything there?  Anyone on Adobe.  You can raise your hand.
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  You can raise your hand.  So you can have really robust.  This is Sala speaking.  Just I'll very quickly summarize some of the things that came up through the video and also through the discussion so far.  To say that the different levels of the digital divide that we are seeing that's being mentioned by those from southeast Asia and the Pacific is that there's a divide between urban and rural.  Divide between old and young, divide between men and women.  So Lisa Garcia raised a very important gender point there, excellent.  And the divide between rich and poor, divide between persons of disabilities and those without disabilities, and the divide between the literate and it literate and those who are able to participate in policy development processes and those who can't.  And so with that, I think we should go straight on to Satish.  We're wailing to hear from Satish.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Satish and after him Noelle presenting here.  So we can take questions together after Noelle's presentation is on.  So on to Satish now.
>> SATISH BABU:  Satish Babu.  Several aspects of the digital divide have been mentioned.  I don't want to kind of repeat those points.  But one additional this I think that an please to south Asia is perhaps a cultural aspect, as well.  Which transcends gender and age, which is an issue for some of our populations.
Now, why are we highlighting digital divide is a very important matter.  Now in India as we look toward the future, we find that particularly the government is going to use the online platforms as a major for service delivery.  And anybody who is not going to be enabled are perhaps going to be left out.  So apart from the personal motivation, there's also an angle of e‑government which is coming up in different parts of Asia Pacific and the need to therefore equip all sections of the population towards being able to access these services as they come up.  So in the context of India where the digital divide is still a reality, this becomes important to recognize.  Also in one of the earlier workshops here.  We talked about the difference between the digital divide that exist or the solutions to overcome the digital divide that apply to the first billion, the second billion and the third billion.  The general consensus is that the first billion, the solutions will be different and even different for the second and third billion.  The reason is these are already people who are out of the mainstream.  And it takes that bit of extra effort to bring them in.  So the second billion will be more difficult because of geographic and linguistic isolation.  The second would be very worse.  People who are seasonally migrating who don't have access to electricity and so on.  So this also is a factor that the solutions, even if localized, are not for all times.  I have to change according to which section of the population you're working with.  Now if you look at the services of ‑‑ when do we say we have bridged the digital divide?  When we have access.  What is access, really?  Is it being able to check your G‑mail for Emails?  Now, I would say that the classic categorization of E‑services to informational, educational, recreational, personal and transactional, now of all this is very simple to understand.  Transactional deserves more information.  The service where there is perhaps a payment of a fee.  Or a prize of some kind.  But even when there is no, there is a transactional service.  For example, the government service.  Or the benefit that you're getting.
Now transactional is more difficult because it has implications on the security, the identification and things like that.  It's only when all these are there I think that one can consider that the digital divide has been completely bridged.  And then we can get the full potential of the Internet, whether I want to be self‑employed on the Internet, if that is so then I'll need all these services to be provided.  And that's the only time when the digital divide can be said to be closed.
Now, this is also a point because we have partial access.  Some of us have access to our email accounts but not transactional kind of users.  So that's another thing that I would like to highlight.  Then how do you do this?  We also described several ways.  There are other parts in the world for training to be provided for schools on the use of technology.  Now, this is the next generation of children are going to be born into technology, so it is going to be useful.  Language has already been mentioned, and Edmon is a veteran.  And last night Google has activated IDNs on G‑mail which means we can now compose an email address which is in a non‑Roman script.  And that is indeed a major step, you know.  But when it comes to India, we are dealing with a much more challenging situation because of the number of scripts.  And then the access devices, two have been mentioned already, mobiles and broadband.  Both are perhaps equally important.  Both have their own strengths and weaknesses.  But I would say that it's extremely important to recognize these devices.
And, finally, I'd like to also mention that in the context of the forthcoming technologies, like Internet of things, the digital divide, being integrated into the network as part of the network is not always positive.  It has been pointed out that in the case of Internet of things, data on you, if you're a part of the network, can be kind of captured without, perhaps, your full consent or even information.  So there is ‑‑ maybe there is a penalty also that is associated with digital divide unless you can build in safeguards.  It is not a problem as of now, but the next generation of technologies which are so integrative that you may not realise that you're actually contributing data to the cloud.  So I'll stop here.  Thank you very much.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you, Satish.
We'll move on with Edmon.  Edmon, would you like to join us on stage? 
>> Edmon Chung:  I think you saw me on the video there.  In terms of IDNs.  When we talk about IDNs, a lot of the discussion around it and why it probably a good topic for trying to bring together the people around, especially around this region in Asia is that there is still a lot of work to do.  The standards or the technology is already there.  However, in order for IDNs to work, there is a lot of other sort of coordination around that that needs to happen.  And one of the ‑‑ in terms of how it relates to the digital divide, I think the key aspect is that a lot of ‑‑ right now, a lot of people argue, hey, no IDNs has been in the promotion for a few years now.  And it doesn't seem like there is a lot of take‑up.  So why all the fuss about it?  I guess the problem is it's kind of a chicken and egg issue.  We don't see a lot of people using it because it is not well‑deployed, well accepted all over the place.  April until we have that, it's very hard for those who are less verse, conversant with English to actually navigate the Internet with IDNs.  But on our topic of our workshop here, I want to shift a little bit gear of what I normally talk about in IDN, to talk a little bit about the experience from Hong Kong, as well, on addressing the general divide and the type of issues that we see there.
We depend to think a lot about the digital divide in the case where there's a wide divide.  Where lots of people or a good chunk of the population or community is unable to get online or unable to fully utilize the Internet.
In Hong Kong, I guess the situation is different.  I guess you will probably find similar cases in large cities like Tokyo or Seoul or more developed areas.  And that is while we see the digital divide itself, the gap being closed so it's sort of a narrow digital divide with probably up to about 90 percent of the population in Hong Kong being able to get online, but what we are seeing is a deepening of the digital divide.  And what I mean by that is that the few percentage points of population left are being marginalized even at a greater issue.  So, for example, there are cases where certain services or certain things are being done exclusively online, especially from commercial companies when they issue certain information or certain services oar certain coupons or, you know, even promotion.  They focus primarily, well actually exclusively for the online population.  So those who are offline start to become more and more marginalized.  So that's an issue where ‑‑ and we're seeing the kind of the market start to ‑‑ in a way it's called market failure in the economics in those areas is that the commercial companies no longer deal with those who are not online.  And that's starting to happen I think that's also one of the areas that I think is interesting to look at given the diversity of the Asian community as a whole.  This is yet another type of digital divide that I think is very important.  Like two very interesting examples, like the elderly who couldn't get online may lose out on certain promotions which are actually focused on them.  Or those who are being able to get online can get ahead of the line instead of go under the sun or under is rain to line up for certain services.  That's happening now every day.  And I think that's another interesting and difficult, also difficult situation.
And that also relates to the classroom.  And one of the initiatives that do the Asia from our site is also supporting in Hong Kong is called the Web organic initiative.  When we talk about the very minor numbers who are ‑‑ who cannot get online, problems in e‑learning or at school starts to happen, as well.  So let's say a whole class, if one or two of them don't have Internet access from home, what happens when school work is done or returned online?  So they have to go and ‑‑ go to public libraries or go to certain areas to line up to do their homework.  So that's another area that this marginalization starts to happen and we're seeing.  It creates a kind of unfairness to those who kind of may not have the means to try to get online.  So I just want to bring up this interesting observation.  And I think especially when I guess when market failures start to happen, that's exactly when policy intervention needs to come in.  And that, I think, has something to do with Internet Governance and how we think about the digital divide issue.  Thank you.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you, Edmon.  We will now move on with Noelle. 
>> NOELLE DE GUZMAN:  Hello.  Is this working?  Yeah?  Oh, okay.  So good morning, everyone.  I'm Noelle from the Internet Society.  Before I go to the topic of my presentation, I'd just like to share something that's being done in the Philippines.  This is one of the show case, so‑called show case projects that's being promoted by the government right now.  The Philippines is one of the countries in southeast Asia which continues to have less than 40 percent Internet penetration.  And one of the things that the government is actually supporting is the there's a pilot deployment of white space, unused radio frequencies.  And it's being deployed in areas ‑‑ in a number of islands, one of was Buhol, which was damaged in 7.1 earthquake last year.  So the project is part of ‑‑ it's being rolled out.  It's being spearheaded by the ICT office.  And it's part of a project, a bigger project called the Internet, sorry, the integrated government project.  So what they're doing at the moment is they're tapping.  They're using these you know used frequencies to connect broadband connectivity to remote parts of well more rural parts of the Philippines, in Buhol and islands like Palawan, and what they aim to do is use this connectivity to connect schools, public institutions, to connect local government units.  Connect health agencies.  Healthselves to be able to facilitate the delivery of is social services.
They have cited several benefits to using the TV white space through kind of help bridge the digital gap.  For the Philippines is an arc appeal ago.  So there are vast distances between islands, not as vast as the Pacific, of course, but significantly vast.  And they're saying that wireless networks, such as these, might be a more cost‑effective way of extending access to islands.  And the white space project is also well, being touted ‑‑ the thing to watch what it will do is because it's touted as the most extensively deployed pilot project for TV white space.  So despite from that there is lower cost and existing infrastructure meaning that well, it's using what's already there.
The last one they're saying that it also can ‑‑ in areas that have topographical challenges, you have dense foliage, you have hilly areas, TV white space can actually, they can penetrate common obstructions.  So it can also be useful in that respect.  So these are kind of macrosolutions and we can see that, as well, in the discussions of the other panelists infrastructure rollouts, enabling environments and enabling policy environments.  But there are smaller solutions that might be worth looking into.  And in the Internet Society, we have what's called the community grants programme.  And we've had numerous grantees in southeast Asia and the Pacific.  And we see emerging trends.  And we'd like to share what these trends are to demonstrate what's being done on the ground, actually.  And give us a glimpse of the solutions and the needs from the view of those working in the grassroots.  So from the projects that we've supported, we see that, yes, they are targeting marginalized areas.  They are targeting marginalized communities like the differently abled, they are also targeting more specific sectors, like targeting women in small island states.  So these are the sectors that are burdened with compounding challenges, so to speak, in Internet connectivity.  In Thailand we're supporting, for instance, an organisation which works with orphans.  They're claiming to provide connectivity to a school where that's for orphans, kids who have been orphaned by the Tsunami.  So those are two compounding.  They are not only orphans, but they were also victimized by natural disasters.  And in terms of capacity building and empowerment, we're still seeing capacity building for women, for instance, women in rural areas, digital literacy but also moving beyond digital literacy.  We're seeing efforts to cultivate local expert groups.  Local expert communities.  In Ache.  We're doing ‑‑ we supported the cloud gaming boot camp so it will ‑‑ with a goal of developing allowing the development of local, of young technopreneurs.  And in the Philippines we are supporting a group, local initiative by a local professor where he's encouraging students and those students from public schools, some students from the university to use open source software and hardware like the raspberry pie to for instance for social uses.  Socially relevant Internet of things devices.  Like when the last time I visited them, they were working on a sensor for like gas sensors.  Which it's important for the Philippines because we have a lot of households that rely on LPG for cooking.  So that these ‑‑ especially in slums, these can prevent fires if you have gas sensors that can detect leaks right away.  Another trend is the development of relevant content and applications.  So this is not only any blame content to be multilingual, creating browsers or sort of developing browsers in the native language and free software in the local language but also content that is tied, content and applications that are tied to preserving cultural heritage, preserving the culture of these communities.  In Polynesia, for instance, we've ‑‑ we're supporting a crowd sourced translation portal which would enable an endangered language, newer language to be preserved while at the same time enabling the local community to translate and to access documents in their local language.  And there's also ‑‑ well, going to the last trend is projects that address two or more needs at once.  So these are an example that I can give is in the state in Micronesia, it's not only deploying networks but also deploying them in conjunction with electricity provision.  Well not electricity provision but it's solar powered.  So, okay, just to backtrack a little.  Many of these communities, sometimes they don't have Internet access because there are other basic utilities that they need, like there's no stable source of power.  So having ‑‑ trying to address these two things at once through a project would, well, would basically be a step further to ‑‑ oh, sorry, yes, to enable Internet access.
So just a point to take away is that we shouldn't undermine the impact of local community projects, especially because we are moving like Satish has mentioned, we're moving towards extending access to the next billion.  And these are people who are more marginalized.  They live in more remote communities.  With sparser populations.  So these small projects, however small they are, can also be more targeted.  They can be more customized to the needs of these communities.
And there is no, from what we've seen, there's no lack of good projects from the ground.  So it's just a matter of looking for them, partnering with them, cultivating them.  And also sometimes it's a matter of filling in the gaps of what other organizations have done before.  When I was working in the development sector, I see communities that have lots of computers but nobody's using them.  Okay.  So it's just a matter of filling in the gaps, basically.  Okay, great, thanks very much.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you very much, Noelle.  We now have ‑‑ do we have Sakaio with us?
>> SAKAIO MANOA:  Good morning, this is Sakaio from Fiji.  I guess my presentation will be brief.  Given the fact that there's some of the IT what I wanted to talk about has already been covered quite well through the video presentation.  However, I want to draw your attention to some of the challenges that we are facing here in the Pacific in terms of the digital divide.  In fact, I don't have to talk in relation to what makes the digital divide in the Pacific different from other regions, because that has already been covered quite well.  But I want to raise this point in regards to access to technology.  Is having access to technology sufficient or enough to bridge the digital divide here in the Pacific?  I often hear people making statements that having access to technology help bridge the digital divide.
Now, from a Pacific island perspective, this statement is partially true.  Yes, of course, we need to have access to technology, but having access to technology alone is not enough to bridge the digital divide in the Pacific region.  Imagine having access to technology but no one is able to use the technology because they don't know how to use it.  No one is able to maintain it.  And perhaps are not confident to use the technology for security reasons.  This is where human resource development is important.  And you must be one of the student in regional that cover 14 island countries has an emphasis on education.  Having said that, USB in collaboration with other organizations working together to ensure that we put in mechanisms that will allow people in the region to bridge the digital divide.  Having said that, in summary, we need to have access to technology.  But we also need to equip people through education with the right skill set that will allow people to use the technology with confidence.  Thank you.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you, Sakaio.  Do we have any comments before we move on to the next session?  Any comments or questions, please?
>> If I could just add a comment.  There's been a lot of talk about being offline and being online.  And I would like to just explore the opportunities that are available having an online experience while still being offline.  So is it particularly true in education, for example, we find that more and more schools are having computer suites and having access to technology.  But they can't afford the Internet.  So what we're looking at is providing them things like, for example, the offline version of Wikipedia where you can still have the full online experience, but are developing their skills, the information literacy skills necessary to be in the online world but not online.  So, for example, the Kahn academy as an offline version of those.  There's a product called the Internet in a box, if you've heard about that.  A whole range of different ways of doing an interim stick to help people become familiar with an online experience but still in an offline state.
I just wanted to make sure that we're not being so black and white saying you're either offline or online because there's something in the middle there, a lot of value in that.  Thank you.
>> SATISH BABU:  This is Satish Babu.  I have a comment.  There is a very important part about market failure wherein some of the people outside these safety necessities will not ever get connected.  I would just like to state that in south Asia, the governments are not completely in the gapless mode.  And they do see a role for themselves.  So in many situations, we see that governments have an affirmative plan to bring people who are outside this mainstream processes into the mainstream.
 
This is not to say that all these efforts are successful.  But by and large, even though we have very difficult populations, there is an effort to bring them in by the government itself and not waiting for the market to do that.
Second point regarding community broadband.  Now, this is a fairly new concept.  I think Noelle mentioned briefly about something like something on these lines where the community has put in a claim.  In India.  Some have put in a claim to the government saying that some of the areas of the spectrum which remain unallocated should be given to communities to run their own broadband or other forms of connectivity.  We do not have any real picture on how this is going to evolve, but this is already in the process.  So maybe important to note.
And, finally, regarding the use of IOT‑based hardware and software devices, there's some work going on here already on things like automated disaster management or, rather monitoring.  Like for example tide monitoring, acoustic monitoring for landslides.  These are microweather stations with controller and manager which is able to connect to the cloud and keep on pumping information on what is happening in small area.  And this can be sufficiently cheap that they can be deployed in arrays, which are fairly large numbers.  Therefore the work is already started with these kinds of connectivities.  So in future we're talking about connectivity in the digital divide context not only for people but appliances and sensors, as well.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thank you, Satish.  We have about three minutes left.  So, Sala, over to you.
>> SALANIETA TAMANIKAIWAIMARO:  Thank you very much, everyone, for robust engagement and discussions.  And would just like to emphasize that we hope that this is a beginning of a continuous stream of dialogue.  And even following this Asia Pacific Regional IGF, we would certainly like to host remote video conferencing on this topic and perhaps tease out some of the issues more.
I'd also like to highlight that we've ‑‑ we prepared a draft paper which is meant to initiate dialogue.  And in two minutes' time, Benjamin is just going to share the link onto Adobe.  And we've shared this also with Yanis.  And it's going to go with the video on onto the APIGF website.  And in that paper, we sort of identify various metrics, high level metrics that have already been pulled by the global ICT development reports and that sort of thing.  And it shows the penetration rates.  Different formal penetration rate.  Fixed line penetration rates and that type of thing.  And you can take the time to go through the paper at your leisure.  Whilst at the very core of the digital divide, access is an issue, we thought that we would narrow our focus in terms of the paper on a few particular issues, and I think they've been mentioned by some of the panelists.  The first one is in terms of access in its relation to climate change adaptation and disaster reduction.  And you'll see discussed at great lengths in the paper.
Another one is access in culture which Satish really teased out and also Noelle.  In New Zealand you have the heat explorer app that's got the Mauri language going.
In Papua New Guinea, we have others.  And Edmon so eloquently brought to us.  To protect and enhance better quality of life in terms of this particular key areas.  And our region, Asia Pacific is very vulnerable to natural disasters.  In fact, it was only after the Tsunami that hit Indonesia that the ocean monitoring systems, early ocean monitoring systems were developed in Indonesia.  And here in the South Pacific, we have Australia and even the secretariat of the Pacific community also has ocean monitoring equipment.  And from time to time they work closely with village communities.  And so we see the use of ICT being deployed on that level.  And so the digital divide, in short, it's quite vast.  It's more than what a traditionally people have sort of limited it to a fixed line penetration rate, mobile penetration rate, Internet penetration rate, number of websites in a country.  It's more than that.  It's also about access to our services, access to ATMs.
When we watched the video today, you would have seen the minister of Tuvalo and also the manager of telecom speaking.  Tuvalo is known for a lot of things ‑‑ but what most people don't know is that even in Tubalu, they don't have ATM machines.  And so the presence of ATM banking machines have the capacity to revolutionize the way people do business and access financial services.  And you would have heard earlier from Amit when he talked about Naru, how they don't have a bank and that sort of thing.  And I like how Satish said there's certainly no one size fits all.  Each context is different.  And really, really appreciate all the panelists who came out and spoke from their heart about their country's digital divide experience.  And also would like to thank the remote participants who have been commenting and giving feedback in terms of the chatroom.
Now, what I would like to suggest is we've ‑‑ I know we have a repertoire on site in New Delhi who's reporting on the workshop.  We are also putting together and consolidating the views from around southeast Asia and the Pacific on this particular topic and would be feeding that up to Yanis, who will then table it to the relevant parties.
And so without any further ado, on behalf, I'll give them this time to Chaitanya.  But I would like to say on behalf of the University of the South Pacific and Pasifika Nexus and I would really like to thank you for the tremendous, tremendous work that people are doing in terms of bridging the digital divide and also in terms of the excellent work you're doing in your various fields in terms of ensuring that there's access for all.  So thank you.  Over to you Chaitanya.
>> CHAITANYA DHARESHWAR:  Thanks.  Thanks, Sala.  So we are concluding the session.  Lunch is at the Mozak, which is downstairs, G level.  The plenary resumes here at 1:00.  It is back here in this hall at 1:00.  Thank you, everyone.
(end of session) 
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